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Climber Mark Synnott talks about the COVID-19 outbreak in Nepal and his search for the camera that could change history.
What does a COVID-19 outbreak mean for life at Everest’s base camp?
Reading gives us a chance to end the day on a positive note, no matter how it goes.” After more than a year of virtual school and pandemic stress bearing down on them, reading has become a much-needed ...
How a book a day can keep pandemic stress away
Then she read an article about a traveler named Cassie De Pecol, who had just set the Guinness World Record for visiting every country on the planet in the fastest time. Nabongo realized there was a ...
She visited every country on Earth. Here’s what she learned.
Although there were mass evacuations following the radioactive catastrophe, Chernobyl never fully emptied of people.
Life goes on at Chernobyl 35 years after the world’s worst nuclear accident
Scientific research on how kids’ brains respond to storytelling is relatively new, says Katie Knutson, board chair of the National Storytelling Network ... how parents can make it part of their family ...
Want to raise a critical thinker? Try telling stories.
When kids’ needs aren’t being met, parents feel guilty—even when it’s not their fault,” says Jessie Borelli, a clinical psychologist at the University of California, Irvine. “And the reality is that ...
Too many parents are taking the blame for their kids' pandemic life
Photographer Eduard Florin Niga has produced a series of ant “headshots” that “open a door to a completely new world.” ...
These ant 'portraits' reveal how diverse and beautiful these insects are
Venezuelans celebrate a milestone in its quest for sainthood for José Gregorio Hernández, the country's beloved "doctor of the poor." ...
In Venezuela, a quest for sainthood offers proof of miracles
“I am alone now, truly alone, and absolutely isolated from any known life,” Collins later wrote in his autobiography ... Collins was a member of the National Geographic Society board of trustees for ...
The enduring legacy of Michael Collins, astronaut and chronicler of Apollo 11
In the 19th century, a father-son team fashioned sea animals from glass to be classroom aids. Today, the fragile pieces are prized by museums.
A menagerie of sea creatures come to life in vintage glass models
With an inviting raised paw and pointy red ears, these iconic lucky charms have been bringing good fortune for centuries.
The fascinating history behind the popular ‘waving lucky cat’
This story appears in the July 2017 issue of National Geographic magazine. Photographer Brian Skerry, who has spent more than 10,000 hours underwater exploring the world’s oceans with a camera ...
Meet the Man Who Has Spent 10,000 Hours Underwater
About 10 years ago, Williams started a small digital project looking at movement of legally-enslaved Africans in Rio de Janeiro throughout Brazil, using Geographic Information System mapping (GIS ...
A new tool hopes to uncover the lost ancestry of enslaved African Americans
He worked with National Geographic to create a magazine article that’s the cover story for the May issue, the television series, and a book. After decades of photographing marine life ...
The pioneering science that unlocked the secrets of whale culture
In tribute to the world’s 3.04 trillion trees, we present a gallery of exceptional examples. Some have witnessed remarkable events. Others have provided inspiration. Still others are venerated ...
See 10 Remarkable Trees, Each With a Special Story to Tell
And in those precious moments between breaths, as waves and whale flukes and other sea life churn the water ... the middle would be tiny,” says National Geographic photographer and Explorer ...
Like us, whales have culture. But how do you photograph it?
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National Geographic’s Pristine Seas was a finalist ... “In a year that we all have experienced the fragility of life, our interdependence, and the call for racial equity, ending homelessness ...
MacArthur Foundation awards $100 million to end homelessness in America
Over the next 13 years, Gero, a National Geographic Explorer ... after reading a book about free divers who study them. One day while listening to whale codas on his laptop, another Radcliffe ...
Groundbreaking effort launched to decode whale language
Japanese soldiers captured eight others; three of these were executed, and the rest were horribly tortured and sentenced to life in prison ... Imperial Navy's code book. The stunning airstrike ...
Trained in Secret, These Fearless Pilots Retaliated for Pearl Harbor
A father-son team fashioned glass models of sea animals in the 19th century to be classroom aids. Today, the fragile pieces are prized by museums.
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